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Being a physician is hard(er)

● Doctors have ~15 minutes to capture 
information* about a patient, diagnose, 
+ recommend treatment

● *Information
○ Patient’s history
○ Patient’s symptoms
○ Medical knowledge

■ Learned years ago
■ Latest research findings (70+ journal 

articles per day)
■ Different demographics

● Data is growing over time, so is complexity
● Manual adaptation is challenging



Being a physician is hard(er) (and tech hasn’t helped!)



Cost of medical errors

● 12M misdiagnoses/y
● Errors cause 400k 

deaths & 4M serious 
health events 
○ Compare to 500k deaths from 

cancer or 40k from vehicle 
accidents

● Almost half of those 
are preventable

● 30% or $750B is wasted by 
the US Healthcare system 
every year



Online search and/or Healthcare access?

“72% of internet users say they 
looked online for health 
information within the past year”
[Pew Research]

1.4M daily

25M daily

Need more than Google can 
deliver

Less cost and friction
than PCP visit

https://www.pewinternet.org/2013/01/15/health-online-2013/


We can do better than Google + Webmd

“Roughly 1 percent of searches on 
Google are symptom-related” 
[Google]



We have an opportunity to 
reimagine healthcare



We have an opportunity 
obligation to reimagine 

healthcare



Towards Online Universal Quality Healthcare

● Online= mobile, always on
● Universal = scalable, low cost, easy to access/use
● Quality = as good as the best doctors, based on 

best-known practices and scientific evidence, replicable
● Healthcare != URL. Healthcare = actionable 

recommendations + directed access to resources 
including human professionals when needed



How?

● Online + physicians in the loop = telehealth
● However, standard telehealth is (1) hard to scale, (2) not better quality

Merrit Hawkins, 2017 survey

shortage of 120,000 physicians by 2030
Barnett et.al. Comparative Accuracy of Diagnosis by Collective Intelligence of 
Multiple Physicians vs Individual Physicians JAMA, 2018

https://www.merritthawkins.com/uploadedFiles/MerrittHawkins/Content/Pdf/mha2017waittimesurveyPDF.pdf


How?

Scale + Quality = 

Automation (aka AI)

AI-based interaction 

AI + Registered Nurse (RN)

AI + Nurse Practitioners

AI + Doctors



Part II. 
Medical AI for online Healthcare



Medical AI for Online Healthcare

1. Medical knowledge extraction/representation
2. Conversational Healthcare Systems
3. Automated Triage/Diagnosis/Treatment 
4. Multimodal inputs



Part II. 
1. Knowledge 

Extraction & Representation



Medical Knowledge extraction 

● Medical ontologies
● Electronic access to medical 

research
● Access to Electronic Health 

Records



Knowledge Representation:  Medical ontologies

● Snomed Clinical Terms
○ collection of medical terms used in clinical 

documentation and reporting.
○ clinical findings, symptoms, diagnoses, procedures, 

body structures, organisms substances, 
pharmaceuticals, devices…

● UMLS
○ Compendium of many controlled vocabularies 
○ Enables translating between terminology systems

● ICD-10
○ International Statistical Classification of Diseases 

and Related Health Problems 



Health knowledge graphs



Part II. 
2. Conversational Healthcare



Understanding patients and doctors



Learning a medically-aware dialog system



Part II. 
3. Automated(Assisted) Triage/Dx/Rx



Medical Diagnosis

● Diagnosis (R.A. Miller 1990):

○ Mapping from patient’s data 
(history, examination, lab 
exams…) to a possible condition. 

○ It depends on ability to:
■ Evoke history
■ Surface symptoms and 

findings
■ Generate hypotheses that 

suggest how to refine or 
pursue different hypothesis

○ In a compassionate, 
cost-effective manner



An example: Internist-1/QMR/Vddx 

● Internist (1971) - Dr. Jack 
Myers

● Process for adding a 
disease requires 2-4 
weeks of full-time effort 
and doctors reading 50 to 
250 relevant publications



ML/AI Approaches to Diagnosis

● Early DDSS based on Bayesian reasoning (60s-70s)
● Bayesian networks (80s-90s)
● Neural networks (lately)



x

Clinical case simulator
Example of 

simulated case

Knowledge 
base

Our approach: Expert systems as Prior

Machine learned modelssimulated cases



clinical cases simulated
from expert systems

clinical cases other sources 
eg. electronic health records

 ML classification models for differential diagnosis

Our approach: Incorporating data from EHR



Part II. 
4. Multimodality



Multimodal Inputs



Conclusions



Recap

● More people access healthcare through search than PCPs
● Doctors don’t have time and make mistakes
● We should be able to offer a better online experience than Google + Webmd
● Online Universal Quality Healthcare

○ Online, mobile, always on
○ Universal = scalable, low cost, easy to access/use (i.e conversational)
○ Quality = as good as the best doctors, based on best-known practices and scientific evidence, 

replicable
○ Healthcare = not only a website you need to parse and figure out on your own, but directed 

access to healthcare resources including human professionals when needed

● How? 
○ Online + physicians in the loop = telehealth
○ Standard telehealth is (1) hard to scale, (2) not better quality
○ Scale + Quality = automation (aka AI)
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